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The PERMA 2018 Annual Conference, in its 22nd year at the Sagamore Hotel and Resort,
promises to be even bigger than last year in terms of education and entertainment provided.
The conference will take place Thursday, May 24 and Friday, May 25, and it is FREE to attend for
one representative from each PERMA member municipality. With almost 550 PERMA members,
if everyone took advantage of the free attendance, we would have one packed house!
WORKSHOP SESSION DIVERSITY
Registration on Thursday morning is beginning earlier at 8:30 am to accommodate an early
education session. Here is just a sample of the workshops that will be at the conference:
Community Surveys – Creation, Distribution, and Effectiveness
Here at PERMA we believe in the power of surveys. How else are we supposed to gauge
the needs and satisfaction of our members? We imagine it is similar for municipalities –
if you only listen to your most vocal supporters/critics, you’ll never truly know how the
majority feels. This session will tackle the best ways to solicit opinions from the public,
and what to do once you have them.
Managing Diversity in the Workplace
The world of HR is changing rapidly. Buzz phrases like hidden/implicit bias and The Platinum
Rule are bandied about frequently online and on television. But what do they mean?
This session will help you understand the changing viewpoints on diversity and how to
engage employees in acknowledging a more diverse workspace.
The 2019 VFF Cancer Benefit Law
On January 1, 2019 the NYS Volunteer Firefighter Enhanced Cancer Disability Benefit Act goies
into effect, requiring any municipality with active interior volunteer firefighters to purchase
disability insurance to cover certain cancers. Attendees at this session will learn all about the
new law and receive guidance on how to implement it.
continued on page 4
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JEFF VAN DYK, AIC

I haven’t had the chance to address the PERMA
membership in this format since last summer , so
this letter (and Newsletter edition) is packed with
information and good news! Let’s get started...
RISK MANAGEMENT
Throughout its 35-year-history, PERMA has
consistently invested in the program and pushed
forward to improve. Five years ago, PERMA’s Board
of Directors made a bold decision to reorganize
its risk management offerings. The first step was
to take a deep dive into the world of data. Debbie
Stickle transitioned from the finance department
to become a full time data analyst, and was put in
charge of PERMA’s risk management department.
Debbie used sophisticated data analytics software
to start mining PERMA’s claim data, as well as
external sources.
We then hired a full staff of risk management
professionals to engage PERMA members
in creating safer workplaces by providing
the most detailed and relevant information
available. Working in step with our member
services department, we have conducted group
session training - such as school crossing guard
training - specific to causes of loss that were
impacting our membership. We also updated our
member agreement to reflect the organizations’
commitment to risk management, encouraging
all members to create safety committees and
to establish accountability.
It’s working. PERMA is changing our members
cost curve. Being bold and making changes
is not the easy path. In the movie, Moneyball,
there is a notable quote; “The first guy through
the wall always gets bloody.” If PERMA’s
competitors question the value of “data” or
seek to misinform you, reference our staff,
products, website and communications and
ask them how they compare.
NYSAFC
PERMA is very excited to partner with the New York
State Association of Fire Chiefs (NYSAFC). NYSAFC
provides its fire company members with relevant
Managed by Northeast Association Management, Inc.
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education, seminars and training. The partnership
is a natural fit as PERMA looks to improve its risk
management offerings to firefighters. PERMA is
among New York’s largest providers of workers’
compensation and volunteer fire benefits to both
paid and volunteer firefighters.
ANNUAL MEETING
Preparations are underway for PERMA’s annual
conference and business meeting scheduled for
May 24 and 25 at the Sagamore resort in Bolton
Landing, New York. Along with excellent session
training, this year we have two keynote speakers,
the Honorable Manny Diaz, former mayor of the
City of Miami, and occupational therapist Michael
Melnik, who previously addressed the PERMA
2016 Fall Educational Conference. We will also
have entertainment and, of course, our member
awards! We hope you can join us!
ICRMS AND JGF MANAGEMENT
At their October 2017 board meeting, the PERMA
board approved a motion to hire Mark Nestor and
Jill Lewis of Independent Consulting and Risk
Management Services (ICRMS) and former PERMA
board member Jerry Faiella of JFG Management
as advisors to the board. ICRMS performs
similar work with pools like PERMA across the
country. Mark and Jill will review the technical
performance of PERMA’s administrator, Northeast
Association Management Inc. (NEAMI), against
performance standards negotiated in their service
contract and periodically advise the PERMA board.
Jerry Faiella will work directly with me on board
communications and various strategic issues.
Mark, Jerry, and Jill will all be at the Sagamore.
Please feel free to say hello and ask them any
questions you may have.
PERMA’s FY18
We are entering the fourth quarter of PERMA’s
FY18. The organization has had another excellent
year in terms of member growth and retention.
Claim losses to date have been favorable as well.
We look forward to closing the year strong
and updating you at the Sagamore!

Public Employer Risk Management Association, Inc. (PERMA), the largest self-insurance pool for public entities in New York State, has been
administered by Northeast Association Management, Inc. (NEAMI) since 1995. NEAMI, with its staff of approximately 80 professionals, provides
claims management services, as well as nurse case management, risk services, coverage underwriting, and general member services.

UPDATED PROGRAM AGREEMENTS

for Safer, More
Educated Members
PERMA RELEASES UPDATED
PROGRAM AGREEMENTS
At their October 2017 meeting, the PERMA
Board of Directors approved a revised
PERMA Program Agreement, which all
new members sign upon joining PERMA.
The revised agreements were mailed to
all PERMA members in November. The
major changes within the agreement
break down into the following categories:
•	Changes to clarify how PERMA
underwrites each account;
•	An explanation of the liability PERMA
members hold in regards to their
claims, clearly stating that PERMA
members retain responsibility for
their own claims, and not the claims
of other PERMA members;
•	And expanded risk management
specifications, including the naming
of a safety coordinator and a formed
safety committee.
COMPLIANCE WITH THE SPECIFICATIONS
IN THE REVISED PROGRAM AGREEMENTS
WILL NOT BE USED TO DETERMINE
COVERAGE.
UNDERWRITING
A member’s contribution has several
purposes. First, it shares in the pool
administrative costs, including claims
handling, risk management, member
services, excess insurance, office expenses,
and overhead. Second, a contribution
should cover a member’s average expected
losses. And third, contributions should
add a modest surplus to ensure PERMA is
protected from market fluctuations.

When calculating contribution, PERMA
primarily uses the same job classification
codes as the rest of the workers’
compensation insurance industry, and
starts with the loss costs (similar to rates)
developed by the New York Compensation
Insurance Rating Board (NYCIRB). PERMA
also closely mirrors NYCIRB’s formula
when calculating members’ experience
modifications factors (EMF), the number
that compares an entity’s losses against the
average losses of an entity of similar size
and type.
The payrolls, loss costs, and EMF create a
modified contribution, and then a standard
discount (developed by PERMA underwriters
on an annual basis) is applied. However, if
the standard formula results in contribution
that won’t cover expected costs, the
discount may be lowered. Conversely, if
the formula generates more than a modest
surplus, the discount may be increased.
The new program agreement doesn’t
spell out all of the above information,
but it attempts to provide a condensed
formal version. In addition, the agreement
clarifies the availability of pricing credits for
Volunteer Firefighter Benefit Law costs when
paid firefighters protect the same area. And
the payroll audit procedure, and its role
in the underwriting process, is now more
accurately portrayed in the agreement.
RISK MANAGEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Since its inception, PERMA has had loss
prevention language and safety coordinator
requirements written into the program. But
with the recent addition of data analytics to
PERMA’s risk management services, we have
facts to back up the long-held assertion
that an active safety culture prevents losses.

Last year, the risk management department
approached the PERMA Board to approve
revised safety specifications that utilized
industry best practices.
The PERMA Program Agreement now
specifies that the safety coordinator will
coordinate all safety programs and training
within the municipality. The named
coordinator has 18 months to complete
the PERMA Safety Coordinator training,
both basic and advanced. This training
is available online through the PERMA
Safety Institute and at regional trainings
(see Spring Regional Meetings and
Trainings on page 7).
PERMA will continue to work with members
to maintain compliance with OSHA and
PESH regulations. And if your municipality is
cited for a violation, you need to let PERMA
know within 10 days so that we can work
with you to correct the violation.
In addition, each member’s safety
committee will meet at least quarterly.
The committee should be representative
of the departments with the great areas of
concern or risk, as well as decision makers.
Meetings don’t have to be standalone,
and could be added to already existing
department meetings. The meetings should
have recorded notes, and action items
should be developed and implemented.
The fourth specification is to investigate
all accidents internally. PERMA has
developed an Incident Review Form
(https://www.perma.org/wp-content/
uploads/PERMA-Incident-Review-Form.pdf)
that can be used for investigations,
and risk management staff can provide
continued on page 4
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Annual Conference – continued from page 1
NOT ONE, BUT TWO
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

EVEN BIGGER SAFETY AND
WELLNESS FAIR

New this year is a Thursday
keynote. Manny Diaz, the
former two-term mayor
of Miami will be sharing
strategies and insights
on revitalizing your
community. And on Friday,
back by popular demand,
is Michael Melnick. Michael
is the exercise physiologist
and occupational therapist
who delighted the 2016 Fall
Educational Conference
attendees by teaching
them how to identify
different types of energy,
and how to harness that energy to utilize it
for healthier bodies and workplaces.

Last year’s expanded Safety and Wellness
Fair was so popular that we practically
doubled it in size this year, are moving
it down the hill to the Event Center,
AND are serving lunch in the same venue.
You cannot afford to miss the equipment
demonstrations, simulations, and all the
wellness offerings there to take your
stress away.
Also present at the Fair will be PERMA’s
newest partner organization – the New York
State Association of Fire Chiefs. They will be
in attendance introducing PERMA members
to all of their offerings, specifically their Best
Practices training for fire leadership, which
was developed in conjunction with PESH.

AND SO MUCH MORE
Like last year, we will be Facebook Live
streaming at least one session, and we
will also be enhancing the conference app
experience by offering session PowerPoints
within the app, and allowing interaction
between presenters and attendees. And the
Dress for Dinner this year should be COOL –
the theme is Grease and we hope to see lots
of slicked back hair and big puffy skirts!
More information is available at
https://www.perma.org/calendar/2018annual-member-conference/. The
registration deadline is April 23, so
don’t wait too long! And please contact
Member Services with any questions:
memberservices@neami.com or
518-220-0388.

Updated Program Agreements – continued from page 3
training and support on completing it.
The form will be submitted to PERMA
after each accident and reviewed at
safety committee meetings.
Finally, all members will work toward
eliminating hazards by complying with
PERMA facility risk assessments and
instituting all reasonable recommendations
after the assessment is completed.

WORKING TOGETHER FOR A SAFER AND
MORE EDUCATED PERMA MEMBERSHIP
If you have questions about any of the
underwriting or liability changes detailed
above, please contact Al Campney, senior
director of underwriting and marketing, at
acampney@neami.com or 518-220-0338.
If you have questions about any of the risk
management changes, please contact
Christian Summers, risk services program
manager, at csummers@neami.com
or 518-220-0353.

Al and Christian presented a webinar on
this topic in February, and it is available
on PERMA’s YouTube channel –
https://youtu.be/Zo5BmW0Ii9c
Please note we are interested in any and
all questions, and the member services
department will continue to follow up
on outstanding program agreements
throughout 2018. Please don’t
hesitate to contact the department
at memberservices@neami.com
or 518-220-0388.

ROI OF A SAFETY COMMITTEE
Debbie Stickle, Vice President, Data Analytics
It is estimated that for every $1 spent
on direct costs related to an accident
at work, there is $3 of indirect costs,
and up to 10 times the insured cost
(http://reduceyourworkerscomp.com/
hidden-cost-of-workers-comp/).
An average lost time claim within the
PERMA membership costs approximately
$32,000, so conservatively, an average claim
resulting in time away from work could end
up costing a member upwards of $120,000.
Want to test this out? Visit OSHA’s Safety
Pays calculator, which illustrates the full cost
of a workplace injury: https://www.osha.
gov/safeandsound/safety-pays.html.
2
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With such a vast difference between what
insurance pays and what an employer
ultimately pays, it is common sense to
invest in safety. And the basis of safety
within a workplace is a safety committee.
SAFETY COMMITTEES:
• Generate buy-in from all levels of the
organization, show management’s
commitment to a safe work environment,
and ensure that employees voices are
heard;
• Uncover safety issues, thanks to eyes and
ears throughout the organization. They
provide insight to correct problems before

accidents occur, saving time and money
and preserving workers’ quality of life; and
• Make it easier to remain OSHA/PESH
compliant, resulting in fewer work-related
accidents, in turn reducing costs, including
regulatory penalties and fines.
Visit the PERMA Risk Management page for
more information and resources regarding
safety committees: www.perma.org/
members/risk-management-2/.

ANALYSIS OF 2017 LAW ENFORCEMENT &
CORRECTIONS CLAIMS
Lew Moskowitz, Public Safety Risk Management Specialist
2017 was the first full year that the PERMA Law Enforcement/Corrections
Accidents Reports were sent to those interested parties on a dedicated
e-mail list specifically created for the dissemination of police-related
materials. The idea behind these reports was to bring awareness to
when injuries were occurring and during which activities. The feedback
I received was positive and I will continue to send these monthly reports.
I have compiled a year-end report to hopefully give insight to what I see on
a monthly basis.
The first chart represents claims submitted by month.
As you will see, the two months with the most police/corrections claims
submitted occurred during the warmer weather months when more
outdoor activities were taking place.
The next chart represents the activities at the time
the injury occurred.
Hand to Hand was, by far, the activity where most injuries occurred.
This activity includes officers interacting with and/or arresting emotionally
disturbed persons or resisting/combative subjects. Make sure your policies
are up to date for dealing with these situations. And ensure the members of
your department are current with their Defensive Tactics training.
The second highest activity was Slips, Trips, and Falls. Most of these injuries
occur during the winter months when snow and ice are prevalent, and
38% of these the accidents happened right on member properties. Do you
have a policy in place for making sure parking lots, stairs and walkways are
clear of ice and snow? Do you have shovels, salt or sand nearby to help in
accomplishing this?
Following well-written policies can reduce the risk of injuries
during activities such as vehicle and foot pursuits and others noted
above. A review of your General Orders can save associated costs
above and beyond that of an officer out on extended medical leave and can
lead to a more productive agency. As always, if you have any questions or
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at lmoskowitz@neami.com
or 518-220-0383

Subscribe to PERMA’s

YOUTUBE CHANNEL!
Thanks to a steady schedule of webinars
over the course of the last six months,
PERMA has added many videos to our
YouTube channel: PERMANY.
• Municipal cybersecurity roundtable:
https://youtu.be/SOo-viwWWIU
• Hearing conservation and compliance:
https://youtu.be/6RIJyZK5Xsk

• NYS VFF Cancer Benefit Act:
https://youtu.be/YiOGyv7Q_fs
• PERMA Program Agreement discussion:
https://youtu.be/Zo5BmW0Ii9c
We have also added a do-it-yourself
instructional video for constructing a snow
plow dolly: https://youtu.be/bEIHq1gDlCw.

Having a dolly on hand can help avoid
strained backs and bruised toes. We plan
on adding many more short safety videos in
the near future.
Subscribe to PERMA’s YouTube channel
to be notified of the latest videos first!

www.perma.org
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PERMA Staying Informed
NORTH CENTRAL REGION MEMBER
CHAPTER MEETING AND LUNCH
PERMA’s North Central Region member pilot
chapter is off and running to a fantastic
start! The group has held three meetings
with dialogue focused on the benefits of
sharing ideas and resources, and taking
advantage of the services that PERMA,
as an advocate and partner, can provide.
The chapter is led by Damian M. Ulatowski,
Supervisor of the Town of Clay, and he is
assisted by Judy Rios, executive assistant.
A lunch meeting will be held for the
members of the pilot member chapter on
Thursday, May 24 from 11:30 am to 12:30
pm at the PERMA Annual Conference.
All members from Herkimer, Jefferson,
Madison, Oneida, and Onondaga counties
are encouraged to attend.
MEMBER SURVEY RESULTS HELP
GUIDE EDUCATION
In the last half of 2017, the member services
department queried the educational needs
of members twice with surveys gauging the
interest in a potential managers’ conference
as well as general educational preferences.
With over a 30% return rate for each survey,
we are delighted by the engagement of the
PERMA membership. Key takeaways from
the survey results:
•The first PERMA Managers Conference
will be held in mid-September. Survey
respondents preferred a full, one-day
format, with regional repetition. While
venues and exact dates have not yet
been finalized, expect to hear soon about
conferences in the Buffalo, Syracuse,
and Westchester County regions. Topic
suggestions are welcome.
• The educational survey results drove
home the desire for webinars, both live
and recorded, as well as the preference
for half-day regional meetings. The
department will be rolling out a new
educational plan in June to assist in
meeting membership needs.

2
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NYS VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTER
ENHANCED CANCER BENEFIT
PROGRAM OFFERING
This summer, PERMA will be assisting a
coalition of New York state associations,
including our partners the New York State
Association of Counties and the New York
State Association of Fire Chiefs, in rolling
out a disability insurance program that
fulfills the requirements of the NYS VFF
Enhanced Cancer Benefit Act. The act
goes into effect on January 1, 2019,
and all fire companies with volunteer
firefighters must be in compliance. For more
information, visit our YouTube channel:
https://youtu.be/YiOGyv7Q_fs.
USEFUL SMARTPHONE APPS
For a full list of links to the Apple and
Android versions of the apps below,
please visit https://www.perma.org/
general/useful-smartphone-safety-apps/
Safe Lifting Calculator – from Oregon
OSHA and the Washington State DOL
Sound Level Meter – If you experience
decibel readings that are high using this
app, we would recommend that you utilize
a decibel meter to attain an accurate
measurement.
Ladder Safety – The NIOSH Ladder Safety
application features a multimodal indicator,
which uses visual, sound, and vibration
signals to assist the user in positioning a
ladder at an optimal angle.
Heat Safety Tool – The OSHA-NIOSH
Safety Tool features a visual indicator of
the current heat index, precautionary
recommendations specific to risk levels,
an interactive hourly forecast of heat index
values, and more!
Tool Box Talks – The Toolbox Talks
application streamlines the process of
providing safety briefings to construction
crews on the job site. It allows construction
safety officers and site foreman to easily find
and present relevant safety briefings to the
construction crews directly from their

phone and enabling a quick, paperless
signature and report summary process.
While good for estimation, please remember
that smartphone apps are not infallible.
Properly calibrated measurement equipment
should be used for record keeping purposes,
or if any estimation causes concern.
TRENCHING AND SHORING FOR
PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS
Thawing soil in the spring is unstable
enough that workers doing activities in and
around trenches and excavations that occur
on water and sewer breaks must be alert
to the real possibility of a trench cave-in.
Over 20 workers caught in an excavation or
trench cave-in died in 2016.
The most basic rule to remember is to
never enter an unprotected excavation
or trench. OSHA standards dictate that
all excavations and trenches must be
inspected by a Competent Person before
workers enter and excavations more than
five feet deep must have cave-in protection.
A safe way to enter the excavation or
trench is required when it is only four feet
or deeper.
There are three common protection
systems:
• Sloping system - excavating to form sides
that are inclined away from the excavation,
so as to prevent cave-ins.
• Benching system - excavating the sides to
form one or a series of horizontal levels or
steps, usually with vertical or near-vertical
surfaces between levels.
• Shoring system - a structure such as a
metal hydraulic, mechanical, or timber
shoring system that supports the sides of
an excavation and is designed to prevent
cave-ins.
Watch Trench and Excavation
Safety for more information:
https://youtu.be/ad3TcE44Soc.

REGULATORY Update
PESH 900.1 MUST REMAIN POSTED
UNTIL APRIL 30
Just a friendly reminder that the SH-900.1
(www.perma.org/wp-content/uploads/
1-PESH9001.pdf), the summary of workrelated injuries and illnesses, must be
posted in all of your facilities and remain
posted until April 30. All establishments
must complete this summary annually,
even if no occupational injuries or illnesses
occurred during the year.
RESOURCES FOR NEW SAFETY
COORDINATORS AND NEWLY FORMED
SAFETY COMMITTEES
The OSHA Safe + Sound Campaign
(www.osha.gov/shpcampaign) encourages
every workplace in the United States to
have a safety and health program that
includes management leadership, worker
participation, and a proactive approach to
finding and fixing hazards.
If you missed their February webinar on
the topic, you can still check it out on

YouTube (https://youtu.be/K8ry3knFkK4).
Please also review the 5 Skills and
Actions of an Effective Safety LEADER
(https://www.cpwr.com/sites/default/files/
research/Leadership-Skills-and-ActionsTable-CPWR.pdf) and the presentation
on the Foundations for Safety Leadership
module (https://www.perma.org/wpcontent/uploads/Foundations-for-SafetyLeadership.pdf). These tools can be useful
in directing new Safety Coordinators and
newly formed Safety Committees.
NATIONAL SAFETY STAND-DOWN
SCHEDULED FOR MAY 7-11
Falls continue to be the leading cause
of death for construction workers. The
National Safety Stand-Down to Prevent Falls
in Construction (https://www.osha.gov/
StopFallsStandDown/) is a voluntary event
for employers to talk to their employees
about fall hazard awareness and safety
policies/goals, as well as an opportunity for
employees to convey their concerns with
job hazards they face.

Visit the website above for tips on planning
your own activities, and also visit the Focus
Four website (https://www.osha.gov/dte/
outreach/construction/focus_four/index.
html) for information on the four most
common hazards in construction, including
toolbox talks and group exercises.
FINAL RULING ON OCCUPATIONAL
EXPOSURE TO BERYLLIUM
OSHA announced that enforcement of
the final rule on occupational exposure
to beryllium will begin on May 11,
2018. The final rule has established
new comprehensive health standards
addressing exposure to beryllium in all
industries, including general industry. For
more information on beryllium and OSHA’s
final rule, please visit OSHA’s Beryllium page
(https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/beryllium/
index.html).

REGIONAL Meetings

PERMA PROGRAM AGREEMENT AND
SHARED SERVICES
Join PERMA staff members and local
government experts for a two-part regional
meeting. The first part of the discussion
will revolve around recent changes to the
PERMA program agreement, led by
Al Campney, senior director of underwriting
& marketing, and Christian Summers, risk
services program manager.

In the second part of the discussion, experts
from the SUNY New Paltz Benjamin Center,
as well as county leaders, will parse the
recent county-led shared services initiative,
provide background on New York State’s
relationship with local government, and
underscore where opportunities lie in the
fight to reduce costs while preserving
local control.

SAFETY COORDINATOR TRAINING

April 10 – 10am to 2pm
The Inn at Fox Hollow, Oyster Bay
(Nassau County)

April 16 – 8am to noon
Pittsford Public Library (Monroe County)

Lunch will be served. And if you register
someone from a neighboring municipality,
you get a Starbucks gift card!
Please contact Erin Harrington, at
eharrington@neami.com or
518-220-0394 with questions or
to register.

Intended to help PERMA members fulfill
their named Safety Coordinator required
training, this program will cover basic Safety
Coordinator duties with a focus on policies,
procedures and activities to help you create
and maintain a safe workplace. Trainings
will be presented by PERMA public works
risk management specialist Ed Starowicz.

April 23 – 8am to noon
Village of Alden (Erie County)
April 25 – 8am to noon
Steuben County Civil Defense Building,
Bath, NY
Please contact Sigrid Vompa, at
svompa@neami.com or 518-220-0386
with questions or to register.

www.perma.org
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PUBLIC EMPLOYER
RISK MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 12250
Albany, NY 12212-2250
Visit us at www.perma.org
New York’s largest
self-insured provider of
workers’ compensation for
public entities.
Follow PERMA on
Twitter @PERMA4WC
for the latest updates!

ORIENTATION BINDER

For those of our members with orientation
binders, the following is a list of documents
within the binder that have been
updated. For those without the binder,
it is available for download/printing at
https://www.perma.org/wp-content/
uploads/Full-Binder-02.12.18.pdf.
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Update

Leadership and Staffing:
www.perma.org/wp-content/uploads/
Leadership-Staffing-02.12.18.pdf
(email addresses for all staff can be found
on the PERMA website Contact page –
www.perma.org/members/contact/)
NEW! Checklist for Orientations:
(provides due dates for a variety of forms
throughout the year): www.perma.org/
wp-content/uploads/Checklist-forOrientations-01.30.2018.pdf
Which Form to File:
www.perma.org/wp-content/uploads/
Which-form-to-file-02.12.18.pdf
Understanding the Loss Report:
www.perma.org/wp-content/uploads/
Understanding-the-loss-report-1-5-18.pdf

Filing an Initial Report Online:
www.perma.org/wp-content/uploads/
FROI-2-page-updated-July-2017.pdf
PERMACare Guide for Employees:
www.perma.org/wp-content/uploads/
PERMA1217_PERMAcarePOSTER.pdf
Most importantly, please remove the
CorVel Recommendation of Care document
from your binder. PERMA discontinued use
of the CorVel network in July of 2017.
If you have any questions, or would like
hard copies of any of the above mailed
to you, please contact Member Services
at memberservices@neami.com or
518-220-0388.

